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● Using the 2nd grade Arkansas math 
standard, I developed a lesson plan 
including whole group instruction, partner 
work, and a independent check for 
understanding using manipulatives and 
technology. I made a slideshow that 
helped guide my lesson in google slides.

● My lesson took place is Mrs. Bailey’s 2nd 
grade classroom at Garfield Elementary 
School in Garfield, Arkansas.

● Garfield Elementary School is part of 
Rogers Public School District and has held 
students continuously since 1888. Is has a 
rich history and each student receives a 
unique experience at this historic school.

https://empactsstudentprojects.files.wordpress.com/2022/12/favorite-pets.pptx.pdf


Arkansas Standard: AR.Math.Content.2.MD.D.10

• Draw a picture graph and a bar graph, with

single-unit scale, to represent a data set with up

to four categories

• Solve simple, put-together, take-apart, and

compare problems using information presented

in a bar graph



https://empactsstudentprojects.files.wordpress.com/2022/12/bar-graph-lesson-plan.pdf


Pictographs: We first generated ideas about pictographs and compared them to bar graphs. We 
added our thoughts to the thought bubble. We then constructed a data table by polling the class on 
their favorite pet. Finally, we used the data table to build a pictograph. I asked the students questions 
pertaining to the data in the graph to check for understanding.

https://empactsstudentprojects.files.wordpress.com/2022/12/candy-for-the-carnival-bar-graph-pdf.pdf
https://youtube.com/shorts/fYLcdLbgKLA?feature=share


Bar graphs: To begin thinking about bar graphs, we started talking about attributes of bar graphs 
and added them to a new thought bubble labeled “bar graphs.” I then introduced the worksheet 
“Color of starbursts bar graph.” We went over the expectations with the candy, the materials 
needed, and how to ask for help. 

https://empactsstudentprojects.files.wordpress.com/2022/12/color-of-starbursts-worksheet.pdf
https://youtube.com/shorts/Ym-m8SXp0Fw?feature=share


Check for understanding: The student’s final task was to complete a lesson on Seesaw 
independently. Students were provided with a data table and asked to construct a bar graph based 
on the data. They also had missing parts of the graph (title and missing frequency labels) to 
complete. Seesaw is a great platform for digital assignments at the elementary level. Differentiation 
can be used with this delivery method as students can leave verbal replies, draw pictures, or type 
answers. I also asked the students to leave a message about their favorite part of the lesson.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NM73jbqKlIA


Overall experience teaching this lesson: I was pleased with the outcome and student 
participation in this lesson. The students were engaged throughout and completed each task 
seamlessly. They grasped each concept within the objectives of the lesson and were able to 
answer questions that I presented accurately. I did not anticipate the time that it took to execute 
this lesson. Mrs. Bailey allowed her 1 hour math block for my lesson and it took the entirety of it to 
complete all tasks. Some students were not finished with the independent check for understanding 
at the end of the hour. 



Sources used:
“Ice Cream Pictographs.” Cpalms, Florida State University, 
https://www.cpalms.org/PreviewResourceStudentTutorial/Preview/191750. 

“Favorite Ice Cream Flavor.” Illustrative Mathematics, 
http://tasks.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standards/2/MD/D/10/tasks/506. 
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